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Abstract21

The proliferation of dense arrays promises to improve our ability to image geolog-22

ical structures at the scales necessary for accurate assessment of seismic hazard. How-23

ever, combining the resulting local high-resolution tomography with existing regional mod-24

els presents an ongoing challenge. We developed a framework based on the level-set method25

that provides a means to infer where local data provides meaningful constraints beyond26

those found in regional models - e.g. the Community Velocity Models (CVMs) of south-27

ern California. This technique defines a volume within which updates are made to a ref-28

erence CVM, with the boundary of the volume being part of the inversion rather than29

explicitly defined. By penalizing the complexity of the boundary, a minimal update that30

sufficiently explains the data is achieved.31

To test this framework, we use data from the Community Seismic Network, a dense32

permanent urban deployment. We inverted Love wave dispersion and amplification data,33

from the Mw 6.4 and 7.1 2019 Ridgecrest earthquakes. We invert for an update to CVM-34

S4.26 using the Tikhonov Ensemble Sampling scheme, a highly efficient derivative-free35

approximate Bayesian method. We find the data is best explained by a deepening of the36

Los Angeles Basin with its deepest part south of downtown Los Angeles, along with a37

steeper northeastern basin wall. This result offers new progress towards the parsimonious38

incorporation of detailed local basin models within regional reference models utilizing39

an objective framework and highlights the importance of accurate basin models when40

accounting for the amplification of surface waves in the high-rise building response band.41

1 Introduction42

The Los Angeles (LA) Basin is a deep sedimentary structure whose evolution can43

be roughly characterized by an initial subsidence and extensional phase during the es-44

tablishment of the North America - Pacific plate boundary associated with the opening45

of the Gulf of California and the rotation of the Transverse Ranges in the Miocene. This46

was followed by a period of transpression (Ingersoll & Rumelhart, 1999), and the gen-47

eration of a substantial network of thrust faults within the basin (Wright, 1991). In its48

current state, the basin contains both active strike-slip faults (e.g. the Newport-Inglewood49

fault, Whittier-Elsinore fault) and an imbricated stack of blind thrust faults (e.g. the50

Elysian Park faults, Puente hills thrust), all of which accommodate the transpressional51

motion of the basin. These faults contribute to local seismic hazard both by providing52

source surfaces for earthquakes and by controlling local path effects by shaping the basin53

geometry (Plesch et al., 2007). The evolutionary history of the LA basin, with ample op-54

portunity to produce and bury organic material during extension followed by the esta-55

bilishment of stratigraphic traps during compression, allowed LA to be a leading pro-56

ducer of oil in the United States (US), helping to fuel a large rise in population during57

the mid-20th century. Development took place predominantly on the soft sediments of58

the main LA, San Fernando, San Gabriel and San Bernadino basins. As a consequence,59

LA is both one of the largest and most economically important cities in the US, while60

also being one of the most exposed to significant earthquake hazard due to the complex61

fabric of active faults and ground-motion amplifying sedimentary structures associated62

with the geology that has allowed its preeminence.63

Seismic hazard within the basin is controlled by the locations and potential for slip64

on the multiple local and regional faults of southern California, combined with the sig-65

nificant amplifying effect of the basin on ground motions. The importance of path ef-66

fects, such as wavefield focusing, multipathing, and basin amplification, on LA basin ground67

motions has led to extensive development of seismic velocity models. The ultimate goal68

of these models is to produce accurate synthetic waveforms at frequency ranges relevant69

to infrastructure and building codes within the basin. Early efforts focused on creating70

rule-based models of southern California (Magistrale et al., 1996, 2000) using empirically71
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derived velocity laws (Faust, 1951) in combination with inferred geological structure ob-72

tained by correlating surface outcrops, borehole profiles and potential methods (Wright,73

1991). Since these inital efforts, regional scale models of southern California have assim-74

ilated ever greater quantities of seismic data, including seismic reflection profiles, receiver75

functions, and earthquake source locations and mechanisms, in an effort to better de-76

marcate boundaries, including faults (Magistrale et al., 2000; Plesch et al., 2007), and77

allowed for more lateral variation of within basin velocity structures by using geostatis-78

tical methods to tie together disparate seismic data (Süss & Shaw, 2003; Shaw et al., 2015).79

Continued development of seismic velocity models of southern California has resulted80

in two widely used reference Community Velocity Models (CVMs), CVM-S4.26.M01 (Lee81

et al. (2014), CVM-S hereafter) and CVM-H 15.1.0 (Shaw et al. (2015), CVM-H here-82

after), that have incorporated waveform based seismic tomography to further refine the83

models. CVM-S and CVM-H broadly agree in the positions, average velocity profile, and84

geometry of the major basins of southern California, however in detail they are quite dif-85

ferent, with CVM-H containing more explicit geological information. Figure 1 shows a86

characteristic cross-section of the LA basin for both models, running from Catalina Is-87

land, across the Inner Borderland to Palos Verdes, then through the main LA basin, San88

Gabriel basin and though the transverse ranges to the high desert. This profile makes89

evident the considerably higher detail present in the CVM-H model due to its construc-90

tion including explicit geological features (notably including an Inner Borderland basin91

not present in CVM-S), as well as its significant artefacts associated with changing lat-92

eral resolution, as evident in profile marks R1 and R2. In contrast, CVM-S is significantly93

smoother than CVM-H due to its reliance on wavefield-tomography during the final stages94

of construction, although several sharp resolution based artefacts are also evident. While95

many features of the seismic wavefield within the LA basin, such as phase arrival times96

and P-to-S amplitude ratios, are captured for local events at frequencies of up to 0.2 Hz97

(Taborda et al., 2016; Lai et al., 2020), excitations of the basin from the recent large re-98

gional Ridgecrest earthquake sequence in July 2019 have illustrated that ground motion99

amplification predictions from finite-difference wave propagation through the SCEC CVM-100

H and CVM-S models do not accurately model the observations even at the relatively101

low frequency 0.1-1Hz range that is relevant for tall buildings within downtown LA (Fil-102

ippitzis et al., 2021), warranting continued close study of the LA basin velocity model.103

Seismic tomography offers the best opportunity for full spatial coverage of the basin104

at high resolution, especially when dense seismic arrays are utilized. In the southern and105

central parts of the basin, the deployment of high-density temporary seismic arrays us-106

ing 10Hz corner-frequency geophone nodes by the petroleum industry has enabled con-107

siderable exploration of the shallow structure of the basin using ambient-noise derived108

observables, such as Rayleigh-wave phase velocities, Rayleigh-wave amplifications, and109

body-wave travel times (e.g. Lin et al. (2013); Bowden et al. (2015); Castellanos et al.110

(2020); Jia & Clayton (2021)). However, similarly dense industry deployments have not111

to date taken place in the northern part of the basin, which encompasses the downtown112

LA region, with buildings that are highly susceptible to resonant coupling to the basin.113

The permanent broadband southern California Seismic Network (SCSN), while provid-114

ing a long time series of excellent quality observations, has already been incorporated115

into the CVM reference models and does not provide the spatial resolution required for116

the next generation of basin models. A potential alternative data source is the Commu-117

nity Seismic Network (CSN, Clayton et al. (2012, 2020)), a permanent network of three-118

component micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) accelerometers, designed to pro-119

vide real-time strong-ground-motion telemetry in the event of local earthquakes within120

the LA basin. The CSN instruments have been designed for inexpensive construction,121

utilizing off-the-shelf components, and have a maximum observable acceleration of ±2g,122

in order to fulfil their primary goal of strong-ground-motion monitoring. As a result, the123

instrument noise floor is above the amplitude of ground motions produced by smaller124

regional earthquakes, and is also above the ambient seismic noise level, which precludes125

the use of ambient-noise cross-correlation methods on CSN data as these methods rely126
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on coherent low-level energy propagation between sensors. However, both the Mw 6.4127

and Mw 7.1 2019 Ridgecrest, California earthquakes produced high quality records across128

the array, allowing for detailed analysis of ground amplification within the basin (Kohler129

et al., 2020; Filippitzis et al., 2021). The coherent surface-wave energy from these two130

events, recorded on the CSN, offers a unique opportunity to construct a high-resolution131

local tomographic model of the northeastern edge of the LA basin. In this study, we use132

the phase velocity and relative amplitudes of Love waves from both events, along with133

a 3D surface-wave tomography method based on the level-set method of Muir & Tsai134

(2020), to create such a model. The level-set framework extends traditional tomogra-135

phy by allowing for discontinuous interfaces within a velocity model, which are implic-136

itly defined by a contour line of a latent function. For instance, Muir & Tsai (2020) used137

the level-set method to image the damage zone of the San Andreas Fault at Carrizo plains138

using a an implicit three-layer model, while Tso et al. (2021) presented several applica-139

tions of the level-set method for developing interpretable block models of electrical re-140

sistivity. The ability to handle implicitly defined discontinuities significantly extends tra-141

ditional tomography, which usually require restrictive and unphysical regularization schemes142

to be well-posed. We use the level-set method to define a basin volume within which we143

update a local model — this method allows us to only alter the reference CVM model144

where we have sufficient data constraints to warrant an update. Integration of local mod-145

els within the SCEC CVM ecosystem will become an important part of hazard modelling146

within Southern California as high-density arrays allow access to the fine scale detail of147

path effects. The framework presented in this study represents a parsimonious way to148

achieve this integration.149
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Figure 1. a) Shaded elevation model of southern California showing the outline of the major

basins (defined by slope-break analysis) in purple and the transect A-B used for profiles shown

in orange. b) Characteristic profiles through the Los Angeles basin for the CVM-S and CVM-H

models. Abrupt lateral changes in resolution at positions R1 and R2 are seen in the CVM-H

model.

2 Data Collection150

2.1 Preprocessing151

The data for this study were obtained from the HN accelerometer channels of the152

Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) subarray of the Community Seismic Net-153

work (CSN, Clayton et al. (2012, 2020)), consisting of 200s time series after the Mw 6.4154

and Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest earthquakes’ origin times and recorded at 50 samples/sec. The155

network is deployed within school buildings in the City of Los Angeles, and at the time156
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Figure 2. Map of the study region, showing the locations of the CSN stations as empty trian-

gles, the boundary of the square inversion region in red, and the boundary of the analysis plots in

blue.
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Figure 3. Relative amplification of the maximum amplitude of 3 component pseudo-spectral

accelerations (PSA) in the range of 4–9 s from the Mw 7.1 July 5 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake

as recorded on the Community Seismic Network (CSN), and as simulated using the Graves and

Pitarka rupture generator (Pitarka et al., 2019) and a 3D finite-difference waveform solver for

both the CVM-H and CVM-S models.

of the Ridgecrest earthquakes consisted of 300 stations spaced approximately 0.5 km apart.157

We used the components of the CSN located within the northeast LA basin, which is158

the densest part of the array — the study area, including the locations of the stations,159

is shown in Figure 2. Various display of the Ridgecrest earthquake data are shown in Fil-160

ippitzis et al. (2021), along with a comparison of the data and predicted ground motions161

by several methods. For our study, data were first detrended, rotated into the ZRT frame,162

decimated to 5 Hz and then detrended once more. Pseudo-spectral accelerations (PSA)163

were then calculated for both the real data and synthetic 3D finite-difference simulations164

following the Graves and Pitarka method (Graves & Pitarka, 2010; Pitarka et al., 2019)165

for both the CVM-H and CVM-S models by convolving the records with a 5% damped166

harmonic oscillator, with the results for 4–9 s period shown in Figure 3. A record sec-167

tion of the high-frequency strong-ground-motion-accelerometer transverse (HNT) chan-168

nel showing strong SH polarized phases corresponding to the fundamental Love mode169

is shown in Figure 4.170

2.2 Love Group Arrival Time and Amplitude Picks171

To make group arrival picks, raw waveforms were first narrow-band filtered at pe-172

riod P using a zero-phase Butterworth bandpass filter with corners at 1/P±1/(
√

20P )173

and then cosine tapered over the first 20s of the time series to suppress edge effects. The174

maximum of the T component envelopes at a central period P = 12.5s were set as the175

first preliminary group arrival pick. The 12.5s filtered waveform envelopes were then again176

cosine-tapered with a 6P taper window with 1P edges about this preliminary pick. We177

then fit a Gaussian function to the waveform envelope, with the center of the Gaussian178

being used as the finalized group arrival pick at 12.5s and the amplitude of the Gaus-179

sian being recorded as the Love wave amplitude. Starting with the parameters of the 12.5s180

Gaussian as initial values, we then proceeded to work down in 0.25s increments on the181
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Figure 4. Record Section of the Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake as recorded on the HNT chan-

nel of the CSN-LAUSD array, zero-phase bandpass filtered between 4–10s. Two main phases are

clearly identifiable, with the first arriving phase exhibiting little delay due to the basin at longer

offsets, which we infer to be the primary SH arrival, which is shaded orange. A second, stronger

phase, which is delayed by the basin at longer offsets, we infer to be the fundamental Love mode

and is shaded red.
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narrowband filtered waveform envelopes, to a minimum period of 2s. We tapered with182

the 6P width cosine around the Gaussian center of the previous period. We then fit a183

new Gaussian to the shorter-period waveform, initialized using the previous period’s Gaus-184

sian fit. This method tracks the Love-wave group arrival from long periods, where it is185

clearly identifiable as the strongest feature, to shorter periods where other features are186

present. A characteristic example of the group picks is shown in Figure 5.187
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Figure 5. HN waveforms and corresponding continuous-wavelet transform spectrograms for

the LAUSD CSN station LAS200 from the July 5 2019 Ridgecrest Mw 7.1 earthquake. The solid

and dashed orange lines show the theoretical arrival times of the P and S waves through the

laterally averaged CVM-H model from the hypocentral location to LAS200, and the solid and

dashed red lines show the theoretical group arrivals for Love and Rayleigh waves, respectively.

All theoretical travel times are offset from the event origin time by 10s, which is the approximate

peak of the USGS moment rate function. The lemon yellow lines show the center and ±1σ width

of the fitted Gaussian functions to the envelope of the tangential component. The center of these

Gaussian functions act as group delay picks for defining the cross-correlation window used for

two-station phase delay measurements shown in Figure 6.

We took the logarithms of the fitted Gaussian amplitudes and normalized them rel-188

ative to the mean log at each period to create the amplitude data set. The relatively nar-189

row aperture of the CSN array compared to the distance to the source meant that the190

geometry was not favorable for traditional tomographic methods. We therefore employed191

eikonal tomography (Lin et al., 2009, 2014) to calculate surface-wave dispersion curves,192

which has the additional advantage of naturally handling the curving wavefronts recorded193

on the CSN, caused by refraction across the basin boundary. While recent studies (Qiu194

et al., 2019) have attempted to utilize group arrival times for eikonal tomography of group195

velocity, there is significant noise associated with the group arrival peak. Furthermore,196

there are strict conditions on the approximations necessary for using eikonal tomogra-197
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phy on group delay times which may not be met when the surface-wave arrival experi-198

ences refraction across a basin boundary. As such, we did not attempt to utilize group199

velocity cg in this study, but rather used the group times as a guide for two-station cross-200

correlation phase delay times as discussed below.201

2.3 Eikonal Tomography from Two-Station Cross-Correlation Phase-202

Delay Times203

We employ eikonal tomography (Lin et al., 2009) to obtain phase velocity estimates204

within the densely spaced CSN array. Eikonal tomography obtains phase velocity c di-205

rectly from the gradient of the phase delay field: |∇τ | ≈ 1/c. Eikonal tomography has206

two principle requirements. Firstly, there must be a clearly identifiable phase delay field207

τ (i.e. there is no significant multipathing), a requirement which is met for Love waves208

in the period range of this study. Secondly, eikonal tomography is derived from an ap-209

proximation of the transport equation 1/c2 = |∇τ |2 − ∇2A/Aω2, where ignoring the210

amplitude correction is typically taken to be valid for velocity models that are sufficiently211

laterally smooth that the amplitude Laplacian is small. Waves propagating from the Ridge-212

crest earthquake sequence strike the northeastern edge of the Los Angeles Basin nearly213

perpendicularly, so any effect of the basin edge on the Laplacian is limited in extent within214

the LAUSD-CSN array. It is possible to utilize the full transport equation for determin-215

ing phase velocity, which is called Helmholtz tomography (Lin & Ritzwoller, 2011), how-216

ever comparisons between Helmholtz tomography and eikonal tomography show agree-217

ment across the basin transition where we would expect the amplitude correction to be218

strongest, implying that eikonal tomography is sufficient to capture the correct phase219

velocity in the center of the array. Spurious values of the Helmholtz tomography solu-220

tions occur on the edges of the array due to the difficulty of obtaining accurate values221

of the amplitude Laplacian. Consequently, we limit our data analysis to the phase ve-222

locities derived from the eikonal equation as its assumptions appear to be satisfactorily223

realized and the Helmholtz tomography corrections are not sufficiently robust given our224

data.225

In order to obtain the phase delay field τ at period P (relative to the northernmost226

station of the array), we first narroband filter wavepackes using central period P and co-227

sine tapered with a flat pass window of width 4P and edges of P centered at the group228

arrival time. We then calculate the cross-correlation time delay ∆τij between each pair229

of stations i and j within a circle of radius rij < max(cgP, cminP ) with a cutoff veloc-230

ity cmin = 0.5km/s. The distance limit reduces the impact of potential cycle skipping231

on the phase delay observations, while the narrower taper width compared to the group232

picks also helps to stabilize the cross-correlation calculations. This process is illustrated233

in Figure 6 a) and b). The relative delays ∆τij form a graph with stations acting as nodes234

and the delays acting as edge weights. Similarly, the distances between stations ∆dij also235

form a graph. Appealing to Fermat’s principle of least travel time, we extract the min-236

imum spanning tree (MST) of the station distance graph, and then use the geometry of237

the MST to find the minimum travel time surface. The MST is a unique sub-graph that238

connects all nodes (stations) with minimum edge weights (distances), with a schematic239

of this subgraph shown in Figure 6 c). Summing phase delays ∆τij along MST edges from240

the northernmost station gives a minimum relative travel time surface that is concor-241

dant with the observed phase delay data, as shown in Figure 6 d). We also tested MSTs242

extracted from the graph of normalized cross-correlation values, as well as the phase de-243

lays themselves, but found that distance weighting gave the best performance. We then244

smooth the travel-time surface at each period by first fitting a high-tension cubic spline245

to the data, removing all outlying data points for which the fit residual at that point were246

greater than one standard deviation of all collected residuals, and then refitting the spline247

to the remaining data. This smoothed surface τ is then used to calculate phase veloc-248

ity c at period p using the eikonal equation |∇τ | = 1/c.249
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Figure 6. Outline of steps used to construct the phase delay field τ from narrowband filtered

records. In the first two steps, the phase delays between all nearby stations are computed. In

a), we draw a circle of radius rij < max(cgP, 0.5P ) and compute the phase delay for maximum

cross-correlation, ∆τij , as shown in b). Only nearby stations are used to suppress cycle skipping.

In the second phase, we extract the minimum spanning tree (MST) from the graph of collected

phase delay times, as shown in c). The MST is a sub-graph which minimizes the total edge

lengths (i.e. ∆dij) such that the graph is still fully connected. Finally, in d) we unroll the MST

from the northernmost station, summing δτij along the edges to get the τ , a minimum-relative-

phase-delay surface concordant with the recorded relative phase delays between individual station

pairs.
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2.4 Estimating Measurement Uncertainty250

The only available earthquakes that have produced sufficiently strong ground mo-251

tions to record at least one octave of frequencies of Love waves are the Mw6.4 and Mw7.1252

Ridgecrest events. Two events are insufficient to obtain useful statistical estimates of mea-253

surement uncertainty at each individual station. However, given that the surface-wave254

measurements have a finite area of sensitivity that overlaps substantially between neigh-255

bouring stations, we may bin error statistics over subarrays of radius λ/4 to obtain an256

estimate of the measurement uncertainty, where λ is the wavelength at the period of mea-257

surement. At station i, we calculate the mean of the relative log amplitude ãi = (ai6.4+258

ai7.1)/2 and phase velocity c̃i = (ci6.4 + ci7.1)/2 where a6.4 and c6.4 are the amplitude259

and phase velocities for the Mw 6.4 earthquake, respectively, and likewise a7.1 and c7.1260

are the amplitude and phase velocity for the Mw 7.1 earthquake. We then estimate the261

standard error in the mean by averaging over errors at nearby stations:262

σia =

√∑
j∈dij≤λ/4

(
aj6.4 − ãj

)2

+
(
aj7.1 − ãj

)2

/
√

2 (1)263

σic =

√∑
j∈dij≤λ/4

(
cj6.4 − c̃j

)2

+
(
cj7.1 − c̃j

)2

/
√

2 (2)264

where dij is the distance between stations i and j. The error correlation matrix Pij is265

estimated using a squared-exponential kernel with characteristic lengthscale equal to one266

quarter of the average wavelength between the two stations, with the addition of a di-267

agonal term to account for uncorrelated error268

Pij = δij + exp(−8d2
ij/(λi + λj)

2), (3)269

where δij is the Kronecker delta. For each period the error covariance matrices are there-270

fore given by Γc = σcPσ
T
c and Γa = σaPσ

T
a where σc is the collected vector of indi-271

vidual station phase-velocity error measurements across all periods, and σa is likewise272

the vector of amplitude error measurements. Future work on error modelling could ac-273

count for a variable scaling between the diagonal and non-diagonal terms in P , and model274

the correlations between measurements at neighboring periods; however for reasons of275

computational expediency we do not develop these analyses here.276

3 Inversion Methodology277

3.1 Model Parameterization278

Having obtained measurements c̃ and ã and associated error matrices Γc and Γa279

for phase velocity and log-relative amplification within the CSN, we are now in a posi-280

tion to model them and invert for a local basin update. We seek to obtain a parsimo-281

nious local update that balances the constraints of new, densely recorded data, with the282

already well developed models presented in the SCEC CVMs. Ideally, we would perform283

a fully Bayesian inversion taking a CVM as a prior model; however as robust model un-284

certainties for the CVMs are not available, this approach would be highly dependent on285

subjective estimates for setting the prior, and would furthermore be extremely compu-286

tationally expensive for the nonlinear forward models required to predict our recorded287

data. Instead, we recognize that the sensitivity of our data is highly contained within288

the basin itself, given the characteristic phase velocities c and periods p of our study and289

the heuristic sensitivity depth of cp/4 for Love waves in a power-law basin-style veloc-290

ity profile, given by Haney & Tsai (2020). Taking advantage of this restricted sensitiv-291

ity, we utilize the level-set-tomography framework of Muir & Tsai (2020) to explicitly292

define a volume within which we perform our model updates as part of the model pa-293

rameterization, and appropriately regularize the boundary of this volume to achieve the294

desired parsimony between the a priori CVM model and constraints from our newly ob-295

served data.296
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In this study, our model parameterization consists of two parts — a boundary to297

the inversion domain, and the velocity perturbations within that domain. Both compo-298

nents of the model are given by Gaussian Processes (GP) with a Whittle-Matérn ker-299

nel — briefly, this GP model supposes that the outputs are jointly distributed like a mul-300

tivariate normal distribution with a pairwise covariance between model points with spa-301

tial locations x and x′ given by302

C(x, x′) = σ2 21−β

Γ(β)

(
||x− x′||

l

)ν
Kβ

(
||x− x′||

l

)
, (4)303

where Γ is here the gamma (or extended factorial) function and Kβ is the modified Bessel304

function of the second kind. A comprehensive treatment of classical GP models may be305

found in (Rasmussen & Williams, 2006). The statistical properties of the GP are con-306

trolled by its hyperparameters, which for the Whittle-Matérn kernel are l, the charac-307

teristic length scale, σ the characteristic scale of perturbations, and β the regularity pa-308

rameter. Individual realizations of the GP are β− 1
2 times continuously differentiable.309

In practice β is very hard to infer in most inverse problems and so it is set to β = 3 1
2310

for the remainder of this study, a choice which generates sufficiently smooth models to311

ensure that Love-wave eigenvalues are correctly calculated, and which does not intro-312

duce artificial roughness into the posterior distribution.313

CVM-S Reference + GP Perturbation

Inversion Boundary

CVM-S Reference + GP Perturbation

Basin Velocity Model

Figure 7. Schematic of the model definition, showing the construction of the velocity model

update and the boundary of the inversion, both constructed from a CVM-S reference perturbed

by a Gaussian Process. The background model, schematically shown in grey, is given by the

unaltered CVM-S model.

GP models with variable hyperparameters offer great flexibility, however they are314

expensive to compute in the spatial domain as they require repeated inversion of the co-315

variance matrix C — an operation of complexity O(n3) for n model evaluation points.316

To accelerate the GP computations, we approximate the model by defining it on a reg-317

ular grid with ncell grid nodes in each dimension, which allows us to specify the model318

by means of its Fourier coefficients ξv and ξb for the velocity and inversion boundary com-319

ponents respectively (Lindgren et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2019). Efficient sampling of the320

GP can then be performed by an inverse Real Fast Fourier Transform (complexity of or-321

der O(3m3 log(m)) where m = ncells/2 + 1 � n), followed by interpolation by cubic322

splines to the locations required for computing the forward model for phase velocity and323
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amplitude underneath each station. We use the same lengthscale parameter l for both324

the velocity update and the inversion boundary; the inversion domain is 22× 22× 12325

km in size, which must be rescaled to a unit cube for the inverse Fourier transform. The326

inversion area was determined by finding the smallest square that encompassed the sta-327

tions, and is shown in in Figure 2. We use 16 cells in each dimension, and a rescaled l̃328

parameter on the unit cube domain, which induces an effective lengthscale of lxy ∼ 22l̃329

in the horizontal direction and lz ∼ 12l̃ in the vertical direction – equivalent to assum-330

ing vertical heterogeneity approximately twice as sharp as lateral heterogeneity. We de-331

note the evaluation (via inverse FFT) of the velocity GP model given velocity Fourier332

coefficients ξv, lengthscale l̃ and velocity characteristic perturbation amplitude σv at a333

location (x, y, z) by GPVξv,l̃,σv
(x, y, z), and the evaluation of the inversion boundary given334

boundary Fourier coefficients ξb, lengthscale l̃ and boundary characteristic perturbation335

amplitude σb at a location (x, y) by GPBξb,l̃,σb
(x, y). For both GP models, a Whittle-336

Matérn kernel is assumed, and we use the CVM-S velocity model and basin profile to337

set mean to ensure initialization near a physical solution. CVM-S was chosen over CVM-338

H as the mean due to its smoothness, which lends itself to more concordant velocity mod-339

els across the inversion boundary, and also because it better fits waveforms within the340

basin (Lai et al., 2019).341

The Vs model is therefore given by342

Vs(x, y, z) =

{
VCVM-S(x, y, z) +GPVξv,l̃,σv

(x, y, z) z < zCVM-S(x, y) +GPBξb,l̃,σb
(x, y)

VCVM-S(x, y, z) z ≥ zCVM-S(x, y) +GPBξb,l̃,σb
(x, y),

(5)343

where VCVM-S and zCVM-S are the S velocity model and basin edge extracted from CVM-344

S. A graphical schematic of the definition of the discretized model is shown in Figure 7.345

Density and Vp are then calculated from the Vs model using the empirical relationships346

of Brocher (2005), which are suitable for basins within southern California.347

3.2 Extracting Reference Basin Depth Profiles from CVM-S348

The SCEC CVM-S model is defined by a gridded voxel parametrization of VP , VS349

and ρ i.e. it does not contain explicit definitions of basin boundaries. To obtain refer-350

ence boundaries for the CVM-S model, we utilized the following procedure. At each depth351

slice, we computed the mean and standard deviation of VS . We then flagged each voxel352

for which VS was slower than one standard deviation below the mean of that depth slice353

as a potential basin candidate. For each 1D depth profile, we then worked from the sec-354

ond (z=500m) depth slice downwards, flagging a voxel to be within a basin only if all355

voxels above it were also flagged — working from the second depth slice avoids the con-356

nection of individual basins due to artificial connectivity in the absence of the geotech-357

nical layer. This process encodes an assumption that basins are strictly convex, which358

is not true in general but is a useful approximation to begin the inversion process. Us-359

ing the scipy module ndimage (SciPy 1.0 Contributors et al., 2020), we then performed360

image segmentation using the label function, which generated 61 individual basins in south-361

ern California, of which the most prominent correspond to the Ventura Basin, combined362

Los Angeles and San Gabriel basins, San Fernando Basin, and the Salton Trough. This363

workflow is presented in Figure 8. The boundaries of the Los Angeles / San Gabriel basin364

candidate were then utilized as the reference basin bottom surface for the inversion step.365

3.3 Forward Modelling366

In order to predict the data from the final rasterized velocity model given by our367

model parametrization, we employ the lumped-mass finite element method for surface-368

wave eigenvalue calculation first proposed by Lysmer (1970), and implemented for Love369

waves by Haney & Tsai (2020). The rasterized model is interpolated onto a set of finite370

elements of exponentially increasing thicknesses h given by hn = min(c)∗exp(N/(na))/n371
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Figure 8. Outline of steps used to extract a reference basin surface from the CVM-S. a) for

each vertical profile in CVM-S, we determine where (if anywhere) the VS profile first becomes

faster than one standard deviation below the mean CVM-S at that depth. All depths above this

level are set to be a potential candidate basin at the location of the profile. In b), we show the

extracted candidate basin depths across southern California. In c), we strip off the top 500m

(which is highly connected) and then use the SciPy ndimage label function to segment the re-

maining data volume. The three major basin families of southern California are clearly seen in

pink (Ventura / San Fernando), yellow (Los Angeles / San Gabriel / San Bernadino) and blue

(Salton Trough).
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where N = 50 is the number of layers in the model, min(c) is the minimum phase ve-372

locity in a reference model, and a = 0.25 is a constant used to control the exponential373

scaling. This exponential scaling heuristically balances the need for finer resolution near374

the top of the model when calculating shorter period Love waves in a way that is near375

optimal due to the approximate exponential shape of Love eigenfunctions (Tsai & Ati-376

ganyanun, 2014; Haney & Tsai, 2015, 2017, 2020). These layers are stacked on top of 4377

layers of thickness h = 10 km simulating an infinite half-space to avoid contamination378

with the locked lower boundary condition. We then set up the finite element stiffness379

and mass matrices as given by Haney & Tsai (2020), and solve for the maximum slow-380

ness eigenfunction u that corresponds to the fundamental Love mode, as well as the phase381

velocity c =
√
νω, with ν being the eigenvalue associated with u for angular frequency382

ω, and group velocity cg which is a function of c, u and the finite-element mass and stiff-383

ness matrices. The relative amplification of Love waves directly observed between two384

locations can then be calculated by385

a1

a2
=

(
cg1I1
cg2I2

)−1/2

, (6)386

with I =
∫∞

0
ρ(z)u(z)2dz (Bowden & Tsai, 2017; Bowden et al., 2017). Transmission387

coefficients obtained using a 1D mode-conversion theory (Datta, 2018; Brissaud et al.,388

2020) are plotted in Figure 9, and suggest that any potential modelling error from ne-389

glecting mode-coupling is small. As we use a derivative-free inversion method, these quan-390

tities are sufficient to solve for the optimal model.391

3.4 Inverse Solver392

We use an extension of the Ensemble Kalman Sampler (EKS, Garbuno-Inigo et al.393

(2020)) to perform the inversion. This method uses an interacting ensemble of particles394

that follow Langevin diffusion dynamics to infer a Gaussian approximation to the pos-395

terior of the inverse problem. The EKS is derivative-free and embarrassingly parallel in396

the forward model, which enable rapid user iteration between different datasets and for-397

ward modelling methods, as well as easy deployment on heterogenous computing net-398

works. The EKS as outlined in Garbuno-Inigo et al. (2020) assumes that all model pa-399

rameters have a Gaussian prior. This restricts the model to have fixed hyperparameters400

(e.g. l̃, σv, σb, as required to set the statistical behaviour of the model parameterization401

described in Section 3.1), which introduces a significant potential for practitioner bias402

as we do not have a good basis for estimating these a priori. Consequently, we have fur-403

ther developed the EKS to handle hierarchical models with variable hyperparameters.404

The original EKS and our extension to it are discussed in detail in Appendix Appendix405

A. The priors for the velocity hyperparameters are given by 1/l̃ ∼ Normal(0, 0.6) and406

σv ∼ Normal(0, 0.1) in scaled inverse km and km/s respectively. Experimentation has407

shown that the characteristic boundary perturbation amplitude σb is not sufficiently iden-408

tifiable from our data, so we set it to a reasonable value of 0.5 km that is small enough409

to avoid large, unrealistic changes in the basin geometry whilst allowing a sufficient fit410

to the data. Using these hyperpriors, we run hierarchical EKS sampling using an initial411

step length ∆t0 = 50, and an ensemble size of 32. We double both the step length and412

the ensemble size every 50 iterations up to iteration 250, and further double the step length413

only at iteration 300, to finish with 400 iterations. The purpose behind this doubling scheme414

is to rapidly approach the maximum a posteriori (MAP) point using rough gradients from415

a small number of ensemble members, and then perform more accurate sampling of the416

posterior using more ensemble members (Garbuno-Inigo et al., 2020). The step length417

doubling counteracts the tendency of the gradient amplitude to be small near the MAP418

point. Convergence diagnostics for the inversion run are shown in Figure 10. The final419

inversion reduced the weighted Gaussian misfit function from 8.79 (for the CVM-S model)420

to 5.33, a variance reduction of 22%, which is a notable improvement from the already421

highly optimized reference model.422
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Figure 9. Transmission coefficients for a Love wave entering the Los Angeles basin obtained

using a 1D mode-coupling theory (Datta, 2018; Brissaud et al., 2020). This represents a worst-

case mode-conversion scenario, with the true basin exhibiting a smoother horizontal gradient and

hence less conversion. Even in this case, the conversion of energy from the fundamental mode to

first overtone T01/T00 is relatively small, suggesting that our use of classical Love-amplification

theory is appropriate.
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Figure 10. Convergence diagnostics of the Ensemble Kalman Sampler (EKS) showing the En-

semble Mean Square Distance converging to a constant approximation of the posterior, and the

integration path length increasing steadily (heuristics from Garbuno-Inigo et al. (2020) suggest a

path length of 2 is sufficient to approximate the posterior).

4 Results and Implications for the Los Angeles Basin423

The results of the inversion are shown in Figures 11, 12 and 13. In Figure 11 we424

plot the mean depth to the inferred basin bottom and the inferred change in the depth425

of the Los Angeles basin at each station. The change in basin depth is defined by the426

difference between the reference basin depth extracted from the CVM-S in Section 3.2,427

and the depth to the same velocity contour in the final model. Figure 12 shows the de-428

tails of the inversion along the profile A–A’. Figure 13 shows the approximate posterior429

distribution of the hyperparameters in the inversion. In Figure 12, we also show the ref-430

erence CVM-S model used to initalize the inversion, the mean of the EKS ensemble, the431

difference between these two, and the standard deviation of the ensemble. The standard432

deviation gives a sense of the relative uncertainty of the final inversion; as discussed in433

Garbuno-Inigo et al. (2020), in the low-particle limit EKS sampling cannot fully capture434

the range of uncertainty in the true inversion posterior, and so the plotted standard de-435

viations are best assessed in a qualitative fashion. The EKS ensemble indicates that the436

highest uncertainties are along the boundary of the model. Within the inverted area of437

the final model, the uncertainties are highest in the deep central basin where the 4-10s438

Love wave period range offers less sensitivity, and near the northeastern edge of the model439

where the phase velocities are high, resulting in small travel time gradients and hence440

higher uncertainties when employing eikonal tomography.441

There are two principle features that are apparent from the results of the inver-442

sion. The first and most significant finding is that the data supports a deeper Los An-443

geles basin along its northeastern edge, with an especially large jump in basin depth in444

the area immediately abutting the Upper Elysian Park fault as defined in the USGS Qua-445
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ternary fault map (USGS, 2020). The increase in basin depth reaches its maximum just446

south of downtown LA, as is seen in the south part of Figure 11 b) which shows the change447

in basin depth. The Upper Elysian Park fault is shown by a thick dashed cyan line in448

the center-right of the panels of Figure 11, and demarcates a steep gradient in the edge449

of the basin which has been accentuated as a result of the inversion. In Figure 12, this450

tall jump in the depth of the basin edge occurs in the center of the profile A-A’, with451

Figure 12 c) showing that the deep parts of the basin to the SSW of the fault are sig-452

nificantly slower in our final model, with the edge of the basin being significantly steeper453

in our model in a) than the reference model in b). This steepening is spatially coinci-454

dent with the observations of high amplification further north in the data than in the455

reference models, seen in Figure 3, particularly in 5–7 s band. Extracting the average456

basin edge gradient from 11.25–13.25 km along profile A–A’ in Figure 12 gives a dip an-457

gle of 72–73◦. The SCEC CVMs have evolved from the original models of Magistrale et458

al. (1996, 2000), which for the Los Angeles basin were based on an empirically determined459

velocity law for compacted sediments (Faust, 1951), with the spatial distribution of ve-460

locities controlled by contacts between two gross scale units (the Repettian and Moh-461

nian), and the inferred basement depth, as reported in Wright (1991). There is a notable462

gap in the locations of control wells used by Wright (1991), which in turn initialized the463

SCEC CVMs (either as a starting model for full-waveform inversion used in CVM-S (Lee464

et al., 2014) or included as a constraint in CVM-H (Tape et al., 2009; Shaw et al., 2015)),465

across the steep northeastern boundary of the basin that is now covered by the CSN. Given466

the position of the basin sidewall is situated between the imbricated blind-thrust faults467

of the Elysian Park system (Plesch et al., 2007), the high apparent dip angle imaged by468

surface-wave measurements gives further support to an over-thrusted basin in this re-469

gion (as is included in the CVM-H model, albiet further to the northeast than is sug-470

gested by our results). Further cross-sections through the model are shown in Figure 14,471

and show that this steep basin sidewall continues along the northwest-southeast axis of472

the northern LA basin wall.473

The second notable finding is that the depth of the low velocity zone in the hilly474

terrain north of the Los Angeles basin is substantially shallower than in the reference475

model, which can be seen both along the northern edge of Figure 11, and in the faster476

velocities around end A’ of the transect in Figure 12 c). This shallowing of the basin rel-477

ative to the CVM-S model is somewhat unsurprising given the high Love wave speeds478

recorded in the northeast of the array from eikonal tomography, and the relatively lower479

amplification when compared to the slow, deep sediments in the central basin. Indeed,480

the northeastern components of the CSN operate within the surface expression of the481

lower Puente and Topanga units of the LA basin stratigraphic column, which were as-482

sembled early within the LA basin sequence and support a shallow sequence of basin rocks483

towards to the right of profile A-A’ (Yerkes et al., 2005). In the Supplement, we further484

discuss these two main features in the context of fitting the rule-based CVM1 (Magis-485

trale et al., 1996, 2000) rule-based model to the profile A–A’; by perturbing the locations486

of the loosely constrained geological contacts that define the CVM1, we can analyse the487

outcomes of our fully 3D inversion in terms of geological structure, and find that the steep488

basin sidewall is consistent with recently (≤4 Ma) active deformation, as suggested by489

our discussion here.490

5 Conclusion491

We use Love waves generated by the Mw 6.4 and Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest, CA earth-492

quakes to obtain Love-wave phase velocities and relative amplitudes between 4–10 s pe-493

riod using the Caltech-LAUSD Community Seismic Network, which offers unprecedented494

high-density coverage of the northeast LA basin. We use the level-set method of Muir495

& Tsai (2020) to develop a parsimonious velocity inversion that updates the SCEC CVM-496

S background model only where empirical estimates of data uncertainty indicate addi-497
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Figure 11. a) Mean depth of the inferred basin interface from the final ensemble. b) The

inferred change in the depth of the Los Angeles Basin relative to CVM-S, showing deepening

of the basin especially south of the Upper Elysian Park fault (top thick dashed cyan line), and

shallowing of the model in the hilly terrain to the North of the CSN. In both panels, major late

Quaternary faults (<130 Kyr) are shown in red, other Quaternary faults are shown in thick

dashed cyan. The transect A-A’ is shown in black.
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Figure 12. a) Mean of the final ensemble VS model, b) CVM-S reference model VS , c) dif-

ference between final model and reference model, d) standard deviation of the final ensemble VS

model.
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Hyperparameter Posterior

Figure 13. Approximate posterior distribution from the final ensemble for the hyperparame-

ters l̃ and σv.

tional complexity is warranted. By employing fully 3D surface-wave inversion, we avoid498

internal artifacts in the model and make best use of a relatively small dataset. In do-499

ing so, we find that the northeast wall of the LA basin is substantially steeper than that500

of the CVM-S model, allowing for high amplifications of surface waves in the 4–6 s pe-501

riod band travelling within the basin. The constraints provided by this model cover some502

of the parts of LA with the highest density of population, infrastructure and commer-503

cial development, and highlight the continued importance of seismic velocity model evo-504

lution in providing the most accurate possible estimates of potential strong ground mo-505

tions in this important city.506
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Appendix A Hierarchical Ensemble Kalman Sampler513

The Ensemble Kalman Inversion (EKI) scheme was introduced by Iglesias et al.514

(2013) by deriving an state-variable augmented Ensemble Kalman Filter (Evensen, 1994,515

2003) with dynamics that approximated the Levenberg-Marquardt method. EKI acts516

as an efficient black-box optimizer for large scale PDE constrained problems for which517

it is intractable or infeasible to obtain gradients, and has been used successfully in prac-518

tical geophysical applications (e.g. Muir & Tsai (2020); Tso et al. (2021)). Subsequent519

to its initial formulation, much analysis on the EKI scheme has been performed by study-520

ing it as a continuous time gradient flow (Kovachki & Stuart, 2018), rather than in its521

original formulation as a discrete time dynamical system. This has lead to the develop-522

ment of the Ensemble Kalman Sampler (EKS, Garbuno-Inigo et al. (2020)), an algorithm523

for approximate sampling of the posterior distributions of large-scale Bayesian PDE con-524

strained inverse problems. We utilize a hierarchical variant of the EKS scheme in this525

study to sample the posterior distribution of our local model update — we will briefly526

reintroduce the EKS scheme as described in Garbuno-Inigo et al. (2020) and then out-527

line our variant hierarchical formulation. In general, the objective of these schemes is to528

approximate a posterior distribution whose negative log-posterior is of the form529

Φ(u, d) = ||d−G(u)||Γ +R(u), (A1)530
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Figure 14. Profiles of the mean output Vs across the Los Angeles Basin, with inferred Qua-

ternary faults in dashed cyan and the inferred edge of the inversion shown in dashed black.
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where Γ is the data noise covariance matrix, and where the regularization term R(u) in-531

troduces prior information; for instance, a typical choice would be a Tikhonov style reg-532

ularization term R(u) = ||u||C0
for some prior covariance matrix C0. The norms here533

are defined by ||u||A = 〈u, u〉A = uTA−1u.534

The EKS scheme is an ensemble-based approximation of a preconditioned overdamped535

Langevin equation, which is a stochastic differential equation (SDE) of the form536

u̇ = −C(u)∇uΦ(u) +
√

2C(u)Ẇ (A2)537

with C(u) a preconditioning operator that depends on u and Ẇ a Brownian motion term.538

It can be shown that the long-term behavior of this SDE gives rise to a trajectory that539

has a distribution given by p(u|d) ∝ exp(−Φ(u, d)) — i.e. the desired target posterior540

(Gelman et al., 1997). In the EKS scheme, an ensemble of particles U = {u(j)}Jj=1 are541

used to approximate the gradient of the likelihood, and C(u) to be is chosen to be the542

empirical covariance C(U) = 1
J

∑J
j=1(u(j)−ū)(u(j)−ū)T , where overbars denote means543

across the particle ensemble. Preconditioning by the empirical covariance acts to approx-544

imate the local curvature of the posterior by the ensemble, giving accelerated convergence545

compared to the unconditioned equation in a similar manner to the difference between546

Newton’s method and gradient descent. The dynamics of this system of particles are given547

by the following SDE (without the gradient approximation and for Tikhonov-style Gaus-548

sian priors)549

u̇(j) =
1

J

J∑
k=1

〈(∇uG(u(j))(u(k)− ū), G(u(j)−d)〉Γu(k)−C(U)C−1
0 u(j) +

√
2C(U)Ẇ (j). (A3)550

Making the ensemble approximation for the gradient of the forward operator G allows551

us to rewrite this in a form without an explicit derivative:552

u̇(j) =
1

J

J∑
k=1

〈(G(u(k))− Ḡ,G(u(j))− d)〉Γu(k) − C(U)C−1
0 u(j) +

√
2C(U)Ẇ (j), (A4)553

which is the equation solved by the EKS as described by Garbuno-Inigo et al. (2020).554

We will define D(U) = 1
J

∑J
k=1〈(G(u(k))−Ḡ,G(u(j))−d)〉Γ for future convenience, so555

that the dynamics for the whole ensemble are given by556

U̇ = UD(U)T − C(U)C−1
0 U +

√
2C(U)Ẇ . (A5)557

We note that at the equilibrium of the ensemble, these dynamics suggest a balance be-558

tween a Newton-style update of the ensemble (using an empirical covariance matrix to559

approximate the inverse Hessian) converging to the maximum a posteriori point, and560

the generation of correlated noise scaled to the original ensemble. The final state there-561

fore results in a local Guassian approximation of the posterior.562

Often, in geophysical problems, the scale of appropriate regularization (i.e. the choice563

of operator C0 for Tikhonov regularized problems) is unknown. As such, much recent564

effort has been devoted to the development of hierarchical methods for solving inverse565

problems, in which the prior itself is to some degree unknown and is controlled by some566

number of hyperparameters (see e.g. Malinverno & Briggs (2004)). Additionally, for large-567

scale problems with Gaussian priors, it may be beneficial for efficient sampling to per-568

form a coordinate transform into diagonalized non-centered coordinates, which remove569

the correlations in the prior between hyperparameters and the main parameters used in570

the inverse problem. This class of parametrizations are known as whitened, non-centered571

hierarchical parametrizations (Chada, 2018; Chada et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2019). The572

set of parameters is given by a collection of “regular” parameters ξ and hyperparame-573

ters θ. For zero-mean Gaussian priors, the coordinate transform is given by u = L(θ)ξ574

for a Cholesky factor C0(θ) = L(θ)L(θ)T . With this transform, the prior for the pa-575

rameters ξ is simply a Gaussian with identity covariance matrix. For reasons of compu-576

tational efficiency, if the prior covariance C0 is associated with spatial structure (say if577
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the values of u represent material quantities at particular points in space) an approx-578

imate transform based on the solution to a stochastic partial differential equation (SPDE)579

is used (Lindgren et al., 2011), with the choice of SPDE determined by the particular580

form of the Gaussian prior to be approximated. For certain choices of prior covariance,581

and by defining known boundary conditions on a rectangular volume encompassing the582

model parameters, there are known analytic solutions for the appropriate eigenfunctions583

φi(θ) and eigenvalues νi(θ) with which to solve the SPDE such that truncation of the584

series of eigenfunctions has the smallest total mean squared error; these eigenfunction-585

eigenvalue pairs form the Karhunen-Loève (KL) expansion (Dashti & Stuart, 2013). Us-586

ing the KL expansion, L(θ)ξ ∼
√
νi(θ)φi(θ)ξi. By using these known analytic eigen-587

functions and appropriately truncating the KL expansion to a reasonable number of eigen-588

functions can drastically increase the speed of performing the coordinate transform; for589

the commonly used Whittle-Matérn family of covariance functions in a rectangular do-590

main, the transform (assuming Neumann boundary conditions) can be calculated using591

the inverse discrete cosine transform for even greater efficiency.592

The hyperparameters θ may have arbitrary priors ρ, which are typically non-Gaussian593

but do not depend on ξ; consequently the dynamics of the system follow (for ensembles594

Ξ = {ξ(j)}Jj=1, Θ = {θ(j)}Jj=1)595

Ξ̇ = ΞD(L(Θ)Ξ)T − C(Ξ)Ξ +
√

2C(Ξ)Ẇ (A6)596

Θ̇ = ΘD(L(Θ)Ξ)T + C(Θ)∇θ log(ρ(Θ)) +
√

2C(Θ)Ẇ . (A7)597
598

These dynamics derive from the original EKS by considering an augmented state vec-599

tor u = [ξ, θ]T and allowing arbitrary priors. We have furthermore neglected the cross-600

covariance terms Cov(Ξ,Θ) and assumed a block-diagonal form for the preconditioning601

matrix, allowing us to decouple the dynamics as above. In order to solve these equations,602

we use the same split-step implicit scheme as Garbuno-Inigo et al. (2020), which is given603

by604

Ξ∗k+1 = Ξk −∆tkΞkD(L(Θk)Ξk)T −∆tkC(Ξk)Ξ∗k+1 (A8)605

Θ∗k+1 = Θk −∆tkΘkD(L(Θk)Ξk)T + ∆tkC(Θk)∇θ log(ρ(Θ∗k+1)) (A9)606

Ξk+1 = Ξ∗k+1 +
√

2∆tkC(Ξk)W (Ξ)k (A10)607

Θk+1 = Θ∗k+1 +
√

2∆tkC(Θk)W (Θ)k, (A11)608
609

where W (Ξ)k and W (Θ)k are matrices of standard random normals of the same shape610

as Ξ and Θ respectively. The timestep ∆tk is calculated adaptively following Kovachki611

& Stuart (2018). Given a reference timestep ∆t0 we have ∆tk = ∆t0/(||D(L(Θk)Ξk)||+612

δ) where the norm on D is the Frobenius norm and δ is an arbitrary positive constant.613

Unlike in Garbuno-Inigo et al. (2020), the inclusion of arbitrary non-Gaussian priors for614

the hyperparameters θ mean that the implicit update is no longer linear, but as the di-615

mension of θ is usually small, the cost of performing this update using an iterative non-616

linear solver is normally not overly burdensome - in practice we use forward-mode au-617

tomatic differentiation for arbitrary priors ρ and the L-BFGS method (Liu & Nocedal,618

1989) for solving the implicit update for Θ.619
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